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Languages – Italian : Nadia Di Vincenzo & Marie Petersen

Last term, we planned to create a butterfly garden as part of our unit ‘The Life cycle of a butterfly’

however there was a slight delay due to the condition of the garden beds which had to be rebuilt prior

to planting. Due to this, students diverted their learning towards the story/text of ‘The Hungry

caterpillar’ and the days of the week. They enjoyed learning various songs and chants to help practice

the days of the week and also created a booklet ‘Il baco molto affamato’ based on the story which they

should have brought home to share.

In term two, we can thankfully say that we have begun our Science topic based on CLIL (Content and

Language Integrated Learning) about the Life Cycle of a Butterfly. The lessons will enable students to

learn the following content and key learning areas all in the target language;

· the life cycle of the butterfly

· the butterfly’s external features

· butterflies live in different places where their basic needs are met including food, water and shelter

As part of the program, students were excited to finally begin creating a ‘butterfly garden’ to enhance

engagement and to develop their curiosities about butterflies. During each week’s Italian sessions, they

will have the opportunity to investigate and observe their movement in the natural environment and

garden created to complete their butterfly observation booklets.

Activities to support their content learning will include speaking, reading, listening and writing tasks in

Italian which we encourage your child to share with you on a regular basis

The following is some of the language students will use in class...



Il baco The caterpillar

La farfalla The butterfly

L’ addome The body

L’ antenna The antenna

Il bozzolo The cocoon

La crisalide The chrysalis

La foglia The leaf

Il giardino The garden

I fiori The flowers

Le ali The wings

The proboscis La proboscide



Le zampe The feet

Languages - Greek: Stephanie Menikou

This term the students will be studying a Science topic based on CLIL (Content

and Language Integrated Learning) about the Life Cycle of a Butterfly. The

lessons will enable students to learn the following content and key learning areas

all in the target language;

· the life cycle of the butterfly

· the butterfly’s external features

· butterflies live in different places where their basic needs are met including

food, water and shelter.

As part of the CLIL program we created a ‘butterfly garden’ to enhance

engagement and to develop student’s curiosities about butterflies.  Each week in

our Greek class students will be given the opportunity to investigate and observe

the butterfly garden. They will complete their findings in their butterfly

observation booklets which we have already started.



Physical Education (Chris Harvey & Hannah McKenzie)

This term students will be practising a variety of basic motor skills and a range of

more complex skills in partner and small group activities. These will include

throwing, catching, ball bounce, running, dodging, overhand throw, two hand

striking. There will be a focus on fitness with participation in many fun running

activities and games. Participation, staying safe and having fun is always

encouraged. Students will also begin to identify links between physical activity

and health.

Your child will also have the opportunity to bring home the sports bag throughout

the year. The take home sports bag is used to encourage students to practise the

vital fundamental movement skills they learn during P.E lessons such as throw,

catch, kick, punt, run, leap, dodge, jump, balance, overhand throw and ball bounce.

Students will also begin to identify links between physical activity and health.

Water bottles and appropriate footwear are required during sport lessons.

Performing Arts: Merinda Meta

This term in Performing Arts, we are focusing on Dance during Performing Arts.

Grade 1/2 students will explore, improvise and structure their own ideas for

dance by creating dance sequences using body actions and movements. Students

will have the opportunity to choose their own songs for creating their dance

sequences and present their dance back to the class as well. Towards the end of

the term we will return to a focus on Music where students will build on their

instrumental and singing skills from Term 1.

Visual Arts: Joan McGregor & Georgia Kyrkilis



This term begins with our long awaited cartooning workshop. TOONSCHOOL

sessions are designed to give students the skills to express themselves in new and

exciting ways using the art of cartooning.  Jeff's unique approach to working with

students in a positive and fun manner creates an environment where students can

develop greater self-confidence.

The area of Threads and Textiles is our focus

for the remainder of the term. Students will

begin by exploring the skills of stitching, using a

running stitch and learn how to sew buttons or

beads onto a small fabric piece. They will use

their knowledge of toys as inspiration to further

develop their sewing skills. Students will use

simple lines and shapes to create a collage of a

toy of their choice. Using thin wool in a

contrasting colour, they apply their knowledge

and understanding of stitching by stitching around the outside of their shapes.

They will be encouraged to add further detail using buttons, beads or ribbon. The

students will discuss ways that the work can be presented.



Digital Technologies: Trist Jones

This term in DT the Grade 1/2 children will be exploring animation and movie

making. Building on the skills that they established in earlier years with the

Scratch Jr. application, they will focus on creating simple animations with the

versatile Scratch web resource from MIT. Using this software the children will

learn about Sprites (digital animation characters), backgrounds, scenes, settings,

and simple motion coding. Later in the term they will also use a combination of

iPad apps to create basic Green Screen movies, as well as short stop motion films

involving everyday objects such as toys and Lego.


